We, DAISAN Co.,Ltd., have many patents,
patent applications, registered designs and registered trade marks related to
our products in Japan, U.S., Germany, Korea, China,Hong Kong and Taiwan.
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1. Overview of Company
Company Name

:

DAISAN Co.,Ltd.

President

:

Daizo Kotaki

Foundation

:

April, 1983

Capital

:

¥10 million

Employees

:

7 persons as ob january 1,2008

Business Activities

:

・Design, manufacture and sale of plastic
products and their molds
・Development support and supply of products
utilizing filter and molding technologies

Company facilities

: ・Main factory : 15-16, Omataminami-cho,Ashikaga 326-0142,Japan
・Molding factory :
8-9,Omataminami-cho, Ashikaga 326-0142, Japan

We provide fully recyclable products about which we manage the whole
Life including their product planning as the start point, designing, mold
Manufacturing, molding, selling, using and finally recycling to the starting
materials!
Our Patents obtained
regarding “Guide-ChannelTM ”

・Japan: 5 patents
(including 2 design patents)

・U.S. : 4patents
・Korea : 3 patents
・China : 1 patents
・Hong kong: 1 patents

Also, we have registered the
following trademarks is
Japanese words:

・Micro-Net-Holes
・Poi-Net
・Kitchen-Poi
・Kaminoke-Poi
・Poi-Filter
・Slider-Stock

2. Our Proprietary Technology:“Guide-Channel

TM

”

Conventional Filters

＋
Frame portion

⇒
Mesh portion

※ As shown above, a conventional filter is made through complicate and costly process
steps with well-akilled persons. In the process steps, a frame portion and a appropriatelysized mesh portion are separately prepared. Usually,the materials of frame and mesh
portions are different each other. Then,the mesh portion is set on the frame portion and the
mesh and frame portions are together molded or adhered each other under heat and
pressure. Finally, any excess mesh portion must be cut off.

Our integrally-molded filters

We own the
unique technology:
“Guide-Channel TM ”
Covered by patents.

TM

The Guide-Channel
means a channel or path
made on a mold through
which the molten plastic
material injected at the gate
of mold is guided toward the
peripheral area and easily
flows and spreads over the
whole area of mesh portion.

The Guide-Channel technology was achieved as a fruit of development activities on
various unique and precise molds. This technology hasrealized the manufacture of
plastic filters highly accurate and very fine in an integrally-molded shape of frame and
mesh portions.
These integrally-molded filters are stronger than conventional filters because the cross
points of vertical and horizontal mesh strings are once fused ond then integrally and
rigidly solidified together.
Also, we have developed our unique slider products by utilizing this Guide-ChannelTM
technology.

3. Background of Product Development

TM

1991

We started the development of plastic filters having very
fine integrally-molded meshes and frames.

1992

We accomplished to develop a plastic filter having a mesh
size of 0.2mm. This news was announced to the world
through a Japanese medium issued by JETRO,New
Technology Japan.

1998

We accomplished to develop a plastic filter for air
conditioner having a large area of 30 cm square with stripe
mesh.

2002

Our fine-mesh integrally-molded filter was adopted by an air
conditioner maker as an epoch-making plastic filter for an
automatic-cleaning type of air conditioner.

2004

We had the honor to be qualified as one of the “Tochigi
Frontier Enterprises”.

2005

We announced SliderStockTM for showcase units in stores,
through press release.

2006

We started to manufacture and supply SliderStockTM and
SliderBoardTM .

2007

We had the honor to be qualified as a member of the “Let
Buy Tochigi”. Also,we were qualified for the financial and
business support from the Organization for Small & Medium
Enterprises and Regional Innovation, JAPAN.

2008

We announced our “Thin-Film Tray ”for various container,
and “ Banding Tool ”(provisional name)both for packing
materials,through press release.

4. Reason Why Articles So Slide on Our Slider Products:SliderBoard TM and
SliderStock TM
Cross Section of
Usual Plane Floor
Drinking
water bottle

A plane floor surface
has a relatively large
frictional force so that
an article on the
surface is hard to slide
and its bottom tends to
be damaged.

Large

Frictional force
Small

Cross Section of
Our Slider Product

『Sharp-tip type』

Obtuse angle

・・・

・・・

Acute angle

Drinking
water bottle

By reducing an actual
contact area between a
board surface and an
article, the frictional
force can be also
reduced and the article
becomes to easily slide
on the surface.

『Round-tip type』
Imaginary illustration

At first glance,our slider product is a mere plastic board, but it
is a miracle board having an astonishingly slippery surface
with many tips which bring about very small frictional force.

TM

TM

5. Difference between SliderBoard and SliderStock
TM

Our SliderStock was broadcasted on October 3,2005 in the “Trend
Eggs”corner of World Business Satellite produced by TV Tokyo. After that, we
obtained many inquiries about SliderStockTM from various business fields.
Further, we have carried out various tests on our slider products including
functional tests, reliability tests, etc. in university, research institute and so on.
As the results of such tests, it has been proved that our slider products have
better functionality, strength and durability than those generally expected to
plastic products and also are environment-friendly products. Now, we are
obtaining good reputation on our slider products because of such product
advantages. We divide our slider products into two groups, respectively
named as SliderBoardTM and SliderStockTM , in accordance with their applications.
We would like to introduce their features and advantages including comparison
With conventional roller-board-type product in the following.

Suitable for various transfer units.<Applicable to transferring on a
large area by connecting and fixing two or more boards.>

Suitable for showcase units in stores.<Applicable to a
wide-area showcase by connecting and fixing two or more
boards with male and female connectors, and also partition
boards available.>

TM

6. SliderBoard

for Transfer Unit

Just
lay d
own
and
slide
!

◆Applicable to wide-area or long-path transfer units
by connecting and fixing two or more boards.
TM

TM

Just lay it down
on the floor !
It can be easily
connected and
fixed to
other one.

Both sides
Can
be used !
So, it has
a long lifetime.

It is very
Thin and
light for easy
Handling !

It can be
recycled
through maker’ s
collection
service !

①Point of Product Choice; Sharp-Tip Type or Round-Tip Type

SliderBoard TM

Sharp-tip type

Round-tip type

Extended image of product surface
Edgepeak
contact

Article to be
transferred

■Suitable for vertical sliding.
■Workers are hard to slip on
the surface.

RoundPeak
contact

Article to be
transferred

■Capable of vertical sliding.
■Capable of ro tating and
turning.
■Suitable for heavy articles.

＊How to find the tip type:
►►►If you find a circle at the center of board or the character
“R” at the upper center of board, it is the round-tip type,
Otherwise, the sharp-tip type.

②Application Examples of Sharp-Tip Type and Round-Tip Type
『Ｓharp-tip Type』
Shelf board

Container shooter

Parts shooter

『Round-tip Type』
Truck platform

Road-side carry zone

Pivot-turning spot

＊In a hightemperature car room,
some slider boards
could distort due to the
nature of material.

③ Methods of Connection and Fixing
When you want to connect two or
more boards each other, please lay
down those boards in series on the
floor and fix them each other by
pushing the butterfly wedges
“(accessory parts) into the adjacent
triangular holes of two boards to be
connected. If you want to tightly fix
the boards onto the floor, you may
screw the boards onto the floor with
3.5mm flat-head screws at the holes
of butterfly wedges.

Or, you may directly screw the
boards onto the floor with 3.5mm
flat-head screws at the round holes
of boards.

＊The fixing methods are different in accordance with the sizes of boards. (Please
refer to “⑥Sizes and Standard Prices of Products” below.)

④ Special Application : Slider-on Slider-on-Slider Method
TM

TM

Transferring
article
① As usual,
lay down a
Slider Board
on a floor.
Veneer board

(or PP board)

②Prepare a “spacer board” as
follows: Prepare another
SliderBoard TM and a veneer
board (or a PP board) each of
which has an area where an
article to be transferred can be
safely placed . Then, fix the
TM
backside of SliderBoard and
one side of the veneer board
(PP board) each other to make
a spacer board.
③Place the spacer board on
TM
the SliderBoard
Laid down on the
floor so that
TM
the SliderBoard side of
spacer board is faced to the
surface of SliderBoard TM on
the floor.
④Place an article to be
transferred on the backside of
spacer board and you can very
easily slide and transfer the
article together with the spacer
board.

Spacer

Floor
Because the slippery SliderBoard TM surface of the spacer
TM
board is faced to the slippery surface of SliderBoard laid
down on the floor, the frictional force between both surfaces
becomes very small so that the article placed on the spacer
board can be very smoothly slid on the surface of
SliderBoard TM raid down on the floor !
Please try this method for transferring very heavy articles.

⑤ Comparison with Competitive Products
Roller-Board-Type
Product

Conveyer-Type
Product

・Just lay down and, if
necessary, fix to floor or ground.
・Capable of connecting each
other and being fixed to a floor
with small parts,screws
and/ordouble-faced adhesive
tape.
・Capable of being freely cut to
a necessary size.
・Capable of being used as
shelf boards.

・Capable of being adjusted to the
width of article to be transferred.

・Capable of continuously
transferring articles with driving
power such as electric motors.

・As made of a singl plastic
material, capable of being
recycled by using maker’s
equipment without any
separation of materials.

・Requires certain separation
work of materials for recycling.

・Requires certain separation
work of materials for recycling.

・Capable of double-faced
use.
・Very light weight for easy
handling.
・Capable of being installed
with very simple steps.
・Capable of being made of
various functional materials
such as antibacterial and/or
electroconductive materials.
・Capable of being made of

・Capable of being installed for
long distance.
・Suitable for transferring
relatively light articles.

・Ready for immediately
transferring articles.
・Capable of being installed at
any height.

TM

SliderBoard

Product

Installati
on

Recyclability

Features

various colored materials.

・Requires certain height of space
from a floor.

⑥ Sizes and Standard Prices of Products
Type

Through-mesh Type

Thin-film Type

Nominal Size

W×D（㎜）

Round-tip

Sharp-tip

Unit Q’ty

(boards/box）

Roundtip

(boards/box）

Unit Q’ty

Board Type

300×400

￥5,200

40

￥5,800

30

300×500

￥5,700

40

￥6,400

30

400×900
400×1000

￥10,700
￥11,500

Accessories for
Connecting/Fixing

Butterfly wedge:4pcs/board
Flat-head screw:6pcs/board

10

not available (no round or
triangular hole on the
board)

10

flat-head screw: 6
pcs/board

Rail Type

35×500

￥1,500

160

50×500

￥1,600

120

70×500

￥1,750

90

screw : 2 pcs/board

＊For the board type, if an ordered quantity is less than the unit quantity, freight is separately charged.
＊For the rail type, freight Is separately charged.

Through-mesh type

Thin-film type

＊The “thin-film type” is a slider board that thin film covers all through-holes of a “through-mesh type” slider board so that any
small articles such as dusts can not pass through the board to back side.

Rail type
＊The “rail type” can be used in a
form that two lines of the rail-type
boards are laid down in parallel like
a railway.

TM

⑦ Features and Durability of SliderBoard

１）Easy installation! Lay down,connect each
other and/or fix to floor or ground.
２）Easy handling because of thin and light
shape!
3)Various order options available(sizing,
coloring, antibacterial functioning,
electroconductive functioning, etc.)
4)Long lifetime because of double-faced use
5)Capable of automatically sending articles
forward by being installed on a slope.
6)Easy cleaning and maintenance because of
structure preventing dust-sticking.
“High durability”! But, it seems to be so weak.
Therefore, we present some experiments and their
results on SliderBoardTM in the following.

Experiment 1) Abrasion Test using Machine Tool

■Test■
Some data of
abrasion tests
for flat surfaces
of plastic boards
were available
in certain
material
suppliers.

But, no data of
abrasion tests or
strength tests for
unflat surfaces with
sharp-tip bumps of
plastic boards like
TM
SliderBoard was
available.

Therefore, we made experiments
where we laid down a test piece of
TM
SliderBoard on the work table of
machine tool, placed a container
containing a loading weight of
20kg or 30kg on the test piese ,
fixed the container to the upper
arm of machine tool, and then
drove the machine table to and fro
so that the surfaces of test piece
and the bottom surface of
container scraped each other.

■Results■

60,000 times of scraping at 20 kg : still usable
⇓
Equivalent to about 120,000 times with double - faced use !
25,000 times of scraping at 30 kg : still usable
⇓
Equivalent to about 50,000 times with double-faced use !

Experiment 2) Measurement of Frictional Force using Spring Balance

■Test Method■
TM

①We laid down a board of SliderBoard on a plane floor and fixed it to the floor with
double adhesive tape. ⇒ See A and B below.
②We pulled the goods with a spring balance.

8ｋｇ／箱
合計40ｋｇ

g
k
7

③We pulled the cans with a spring balance.

②We piled up 5 boxes of
goods on the board.

20ℓ／缶
合計100ℓ

kg
2
1

③We pulled the cans with a spring balance.

■Results■
The articles were smoothly slid and moved without falling down by the
shown forces respectively.

Experiment 3)

Trial Application for Unloading Heavy Die from Shipping Container

～ Unloading of very heavy die from shipping container～

Size of Die
【 Weight:5.2tons Dimensions:5.8m deep×1.5m wide ×1.7m high 】

■Trial Method■
A packaged die for trial was placed in a shipping container. The package had four legs each of
which had a cross-sectional area of 28 cm square.
A board of SliderBoardTM was laid under each of two rear legs . Then, Two front legs were
pulled forwards so that the rear legs slid forwards on the boards of SliderBoard TM .

ＴＭ

※Round-tip(R5)
recommended
20.1.16.

■Ｒｅｓｕｌｔ■
The work time was saved from about 4 hours to about 2 hours!
When the large Package of die was handled in the narrow space
of container, such handling was very easily done because of
light weight and thin shape of SlideBoardTM . As the result of this
trial,our SliderBoardTM was adopted for the stevedoring.

Experiment4) Comparison on Maximum Frictional For Various Board Materials

■Test Method■
We laid down and Fixed a SliderStockTM board (having the
same surface structure as SliderBoardTM and therefore the
same friction force) and a veneer board to a floor. And, we
prepared two containers each of which had the bottom
surface of cardboard and the same weight and bottom area
and we placed those containers on both the SliderStockTM
board and the veneer board respectively. Then, we pulled
each container with a spring balance to measure the
maximum frictional force between the board surface and
container’s bottom surface.

Maximum frictional force
TM
SliderStock Cardboard

Maximum frictional force
TM
SliderStock Cardboard

Measuring instrument ：
AUTOGRAPH
About
a half

[Ｎ]

[Ｎ]

Veneer board vs Cardboard

SliderBoard vs Cardboard
[㎜]

SliderBoard

Veneer board

vs
Cardboard

vs
Cardboard

■Result■
TM

By using SliderBoard , the maximum frictional force
is reduced to about one half in comparison with that
of veneer board.

[㎜]

Experiment 5) Test on Weight Resistance
■Test Method■
We fixed four pieces of SliderBoard TM to a
PP sheet and laid down the sheet on the
work table of press machine as shown
below. Then, we
pressed several portions
TM
of SliderBoard surfaces with various
values of pressure respectively as shown
in the photograph belowright .

■Results■
As shown in the photograph below, it was
difficult for us to visually find any distortion on the
board surfaces for the pressures of 15 tons or less.
For the pressures of more than 15 tons, the board
surfaces were visibly distorted in proportion with
the increased pressures but the maximum height
of distortion for 40 tons was only about 0.4 mm.

2ｔ
10ｔ
20ｔ
30ｔ

5ｔ

15ｔ
25ｔ
40ｔ

⑧ Derivative Products of SliderBoard TM
Product example)Foldaway SliderBoard

Product with PP Sheet

TM

A derivative product is made with tow or more pieces of SliderBoard fixed on a PP sheet. Because the PP sheet at a narrow gap between the
adjacent pieces of SliderBoard TM acts as a hinge, this derivative product can be folded at the gaps in a compact size same as the maximum
piece of SliderBoard TM. Because of its compactness and portability, this derivative product is very convenient for various sliding-carry use such
as use on a truckplatform , use on a floor during home-moving, use on a non-floor and so on.

Folded shape(mm)

①300×500(㎜)
②400×1000(㎜)

Developed shape(example) ①’300×1000(㎜)
②’400×2000(㎜)

①’
①

②’

②

Fixing to
PP sheet

Slider surface

PP-sheet side

For other derivative products such as free-sized products, colored products, electroconductive
products, antibacterial products, please feel free to consult us.

⑨ Rail Type and Front-Stopper Type (provisional naming)
The rail type can be used by being fixed to a slide-path such as for an elector with double –faced
adhesive tape, etc. Compared to conventional roller –board type, this rail type is very light,
durable and easy for maintenance.

Photo in the booth of SUS Corporation at the LOGI-TECH TOKYO 2008

TM

The front-stopper type is a new type of SliderBoard and, as shown below, it consists of partition
boards partitioning the surface of slider board and a stopper board fixed at the front end.

Partition board
p
New ty

Front stopper

e!

Size (nominal) : 300 × 580 × 3.3 (mm)

7. SliderStock

TM

for Showcase Unit

SliderStockTM is a plastic board which has a surface of very low frictional resistance
and is used by being laid down on an inclined shelf of showcase. When articles are
placed on this board, the articles automatically slide forward with their weight so that
one of the articles always exists at the front line of showcase.

Material : POM (polyacetal)
Maximum temperature : 70℃
Minimum temperature : -30℃

Jast lay down on a shelf board!

Customers

TM

SliderStock provides shop
assistants with good environment
where shop assistants can easily
and efficiently massage goods in
a shop

Shop assistants

SliderStock TMprovides shop
assistants with good
environment where shop
assistants can easily and
efficiently massage goods in
a shop

TM

Comparison between SliderStock

and conventional roller board

① Material
SliderStock TM

Conventional Products
Polyacetal
Polystyrene

Poi

Polyacetal

nt!

Polyacetal is widely used in various fields as an alternative material to metal !
Polyacetal is a kind of crystalloid engineering plastics. Because polyacetal has
the outstanding features shown below, it is a typical material among engineering
plastics and is used in various fields such as electric machinery, car, various
machines, construction materials, etc.

◆ Well-balanced bechanical properties
◆ Excellent fatigue strength
◆ Excellent abrasion resistivity
◆ Excellent chemical resistance

② Functions
Conventional Roller Board

SliderStock

Rotation

TM

Low frictional resistance

Regarding the conventional roller board, its rollers and axes are very tightly
assembled. Therefore, if foreign particles such as dust penetrate into gaps
between those rollers and axes, rotation of those rollers are disturbed and
sliding of goods on those rollers could be also disturbed.
Regarding SliderStock TM , once the boards are set in appropriate slope
angle, sliding of goods on the boards is never disturbed.

Poi

nt !

Because the conventional roller board is tightly assembled almost without
gaps, air circulation within a showcase is disturbed by the boards.
TM

The mesh-type SliderStock has many meshed holes within the board so
that contact points with goods are decreased for law frictional force.
Therefore, when the SliderStockTM boards are used in a refrigerator,
circulation of cool air is not so disturbed by the boards so that electric power
and cost for operation are saved.
nt！
Poi

③ Installation Method

Conventional roller board

Slider Stock

TM

For use, just lay down it on a shelf board set in an appropriate slope angle.

Heavy・・・

Light and thin , it enables easy installation!!

The conventional roller board is a heavy assembly product. Therefore, its
installation requires much care and caution. Therefore, its installation
requires much care and caution.
SliderStock TM is a light plastic board. Therefore, its installation requires
much care and caution.
Even for main goods such as drinking-water bottles which require frequent
massaging, such massaging work can be very easily and efficiently done.

nt !
Poi

④ Slope Angle
Conventional roller board

SliderStock
For glass bottles , cans , PET
bottles or the like

For glass bottles,
cans,PET
⇒
bottles or the Like

４°

For paper packs , desserts, snacks
or the like
For breads , side foods or the like

1
2

TM

⇒5°or more
⇒12°to 15°
⇒15°to 18°

1)We made a trial to use SliderStock TM for some existing showcases in a
certain store. As the result, there is no difference in quantity or
appearance of goods between SliderStockTM and conventional roller board.
2)The conventional roller board is mainly used for drinking-water bottles.
On the other hand, SliderStockTM can be flexibly used for various goods by
adjusting its slope angle in accordance with shape and weight of goods.
nt！
Poi
TM

⑤ Shape and Weight
SliderStock TM

Conventional roller board
Thickness ： 3.8㎜

Thickness： 9㎜

The conventional roller board is a thick assembly product having 9 mm thick.
On the other hand, SliderStock TM is a thin integrally-molded plastic board
Having 3.8 mm thick (less than half of conventional roller board).
＜Calculation for gondola-type 7-story showcase＞
Conventional roller board

：

9 ㎜ × 7 stories ⇒ 63㎜

SliderStockTM

： 3.8 ㎜ × 7 stories ⇒ 26.6㎜

nt！
Poi

Weight ： 1260ｇ

Weight ： 420ｇ

1

Work for installation can be saved.

2

Costs for introducing gondolas can be saved.
＜Calculation for gondola-type 7 story showcase＞
Conventional roller board : 1260ｇ×14boards ⇒17.640ｇ(about 18kg)
SliderStock TM : 420ｇ×14boards⇒5.880ｇ(about6kg)
nt !
i
o
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⑥ Partition Board
SliderStockTM

Conventional roller board

・・・

Aluminum

POM（same as slider board）

The partition board is made of the same polyacetal (POM) as for the slider
board.Therefore, the partition board can be recycled together with the slider
board. The partition board is used by being inserted with its male projections into
the female holes of slider boards.
nt！
Poi

TM

⑦ Solution for Problem of Aluminum-Can Shavings
1

2

We made a test where we slid aluminum cans 50,000 times on sliderStock TM by using a
machine tool.
⇒ We odserved the bottom of cans before and after the under a microscope in the
laboratory of Ashikaga lnstitute of Technology.
⇒ Result ⇒⇒We found slight damage at the bottom of cans.

We obtained a convenience-store’s cooperation where the store had a trial
use of SliderStockTM for about 3 months.
⇒ We observed the tested boards about any residue of aluminum-can shavings in the
laboratory of Ashikaga Institute of Technology.
⇒ Result⇒⇒ No residue of aluminum-can shavings was found on the boards under trial.

Because of trial-use result in the store,we believe that goods’ sliding on
SliderStock TM .could not be disturbed due to aluminum-can shavings caused
by friction be tween goods and SliderStock TM .
We suppose that the damage found in the damage found in the test 1) adove
was caused under the test condition that a single aluminum can was slid on
the board 10,000 times.
nt！
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⑧ Durability
SliderStock TM

Conventional roller board

The board passed the sliding of
100,000 times with double-faced use
（according to a test by Ashikaga
Institute of Technology）

The board passed the sliding
test of 100,000 time
（according to a maker’s URL）

1

Test location :
Ashikaga Institute of Technology
Theme of test :
Measurement of coefficient of friction and abrasion on

plastic slider board

Test result :
From the test result, it may be said that the board tested can withstand at least
100,000 times of slide abrasion by about 300 kg weight which one person can push
and move.
※Because the conditions under actual use are different from those under the test ,
this test result does not warrant the durability of actual use of products.

2

The price of crude oil which is the raw material of plastic will continue to rise. But,
Compared to conventional roller board, SliderStock TM consumes only one third of
material. Therefore, from now, SliderStockTM will become more and more
indispensable components of showcase units for making an environment-friendly
store.

nt！
Poi

TM

⑨ Recyclability
Conventional roller board
①Separa⇒②Cleaning⇒③Recycling

1

SliderStock
①Cleaning⇒②Recycling

The conventional roller board is assembled with parts made of different
materials . Therefore, separation work of materials is required for recycling
with additional costs.
SliderStock TM can be recycled as it is because it is made of a single plastic
material. As the home-electronics recycling law was enacted, the problem of
waste will became more and more severe.
SliderStock TM
can readily
resolve the problem of waste because SliderStock TM
is an environmentfriendly product which can be directly recycled by using maker’s equipment
without relying on a costly recycling company.

2

The cost of waste disposal for the conventional roller board is estimated to be
¥20/kg or ¥10,000/1㎥ !!
⇒⇒⇒ about ¥ 20 for waste disposal of one conventional roller board(9mm
thick).
⇒⇒⇒ about ¥ 1,120 for waste disposal of one store having four 7-story
showcases(2 boards/story)
⇒⇒⇒ about ¥1,120,000 for waste disposal of 1,000 stores.
As all companies will be more and more required to take a measure against
global warming, now is the good time for you to represent your contribution to
the environment through adopting environment-friendly recyclable
SliderStock TM .
nt！
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⑩ Only-One Manufacturer
Conventional roller board

SlidrStock

Several domestic and foreign
manufacturers

Only one manufacturer
:DAISAN Co.,Ltd.

Regarding our proprietary “Guide-Cannel” which is a key technology for
SliderStock TM , we filed more than 50 patent applications and we have
obtained 5 patents in Japan (including 2 design patents), 4 patents in U.S., 3
patents in Korea, 1 patent in China, 1 patent in Hong Kong and 2 design
patents in Japan. Under these IPRs,SliderStockTM can be manufactured
only by us.
nt！
Poi
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⑪ Comparison Table of Various Show Cases
Item
Product Information

Material

Manufacturing
Method

F
u
n
c
t
i
o
n

SliderStock TM
DAISAN Co., Ltd.
SliderStock
340×530×3.8(㎜)420ｇ

Polyacetal
Integrally-molding
⇒distortion release

Conventional Products
Company C roller board
type
340×530×9(㎜) 1260ｇ

Company D shelf board itself
same area as shelf no
additional weight

Polyacetal and
polystyrene

Steel and coating
material

⇒assembling

Cutting of steel plate
⇒welding to shelf
frames
⇒coating

Sliding Mode

Sliding on plastic tips

Sliding on rollers

Sliding on coating surface

Ventilability

Very good

ordinary

Not good

Use Mode

Double-faced use

One-side use only

One-side use only

100,000 times

Passing of test for
100,000 times

About 40,000 times

Weight Resistance

500ｋｇ

100 to 150ｋｇ

150kg

Recyclability

Very good

Ordinary(material separation
required)

Not good

Sliding Noise

Very smoll

Ordinary(rotation noise)

Not good (large sound)

IPR

Patents applied

O
p
t
io
n

Aantibacterial Agent

available

Photocatalytic SE
Titanium Coating

available

U
s
e

Boards and Weight
per Story

2 boards, 840g

2 boards, 2,520g

Shelf board itself

Boards and Weight
per 7-story Gondola

14 boards, 5,880g

14 boards, 17,640g

Shelf boards themselves

For drinking-water
bottle

5°or more

4°

8°

For box goods

12°to 15°

For breads, side
foods

15°to 18°

Durability

M
e
t
h
o
d
F
ut
ur
e

Sl
op
e
A
ng
le

Issun

Sliding-slope angle

Patent applied

⑫ Sizes and Standard Prices
【SliderStock TM 】
Nominal Are
Size
W×D(㎜)

Tip Shape
Sharp-tip

Unit
Quantity

Round-tip

(boards/box)

Partition
Board

300×300

¥5,500

50

available

300×400

¥6,100

50

available

300×420

¥6,300

50

available

10

Not
available

400×900

¥10,700

Connectors

Available
(male/female
types)

＊If an ordered quantity is less than the unit
quantity, freight is separately charged.
le
t ab
nec her
n
o
t
C
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e
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hoo

【Partition Board】
Type Name

Applicable
Size of
TM
SliderStock
(mm)

Standard
Price

S300

300×300

¥340

S400

300×400

¥370

S420

300×420

¥420

⑬ Q
TM

DAISAN CO.,Ltd
Address: 15-16, Omataminami-cho,
Ashikaga 326-0142 Japan
TEL :81-284-63-2287

FAX:81-284-63-2297

URL : http:/www.daisan-ecotech.com
E-mail: info@daisan-ecotech.com

